
Section 134 & 135 Terms List  

1. MLG DS CLR – provides direct logistics support to the Marine Division beyond its organic 
capabilities in any environment and throughout the spectrum of conflict.  

2. DS CLB - provides direct tactical logistics support to the Marine Division and its subordinate units 
in order to prepare for and sustain combat operations 

3. Transportation Support Battalion -  provide transportation and throughput support for the MEF, 
to facilitate the distribution of personnel, equipment, and supplies by air, ground, and sea 

4. H&S Company of the Transport Support Battalion – provide command, control, administration, 
and command support functions for the battalion. 

5. LS Company - provides general support, including support of the ship-to shore movement during 
amphibious operations and of terminal operations during subsequent operations ashore, to 
permit required throughput of supplies, equipment, and personnel for sustainment in support 
of MEF operations. 

6. Support Company - provide direct and general support, medium- and heavy-lift transportation 
support and supply support for throughput and sustainment operations of the LCE in support of 
the MEF. 

7. Motor T Company - provide general support, medium- and heavy-lift transportation support for 
throughput and sustainment operations in support of the MAGTF. 

8. DS CLR - consists of a Headquarters Company, a Transportation Support Battalion, and two or 
more direct support Combat Logistics Battalions. 

9. CLB - equipped and organized to provide logistic and tactical cargo vehicle support and 
petroleum support. 

10. H&S Company of the Transport Support Battalion - organized to provide the motor transport 
battalion with command and control, organic communications, and organizational (2d echelon) 
maintenance support. 

11. LS Company - is organized to provide landing support and throughput support for amphibious 
operations conducted by the MEF during amphibious assaults and subsequent operations 
ashore 

12. Support Company - is organized to plan, coordinate, and supervise the command supply and 
transportation support functions for the company in support of the LCE’s mission. 

13. Motor T Company - is structured to facilitate task organization for operations conducted by the 
battalion in support of sustained MAGTF operations. 


